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Hosted & Managed Access Control

hattrix for the End User



hattrix' desktop and mobile applications can operate from anywhere in 
real-time. No software and is always up to date. Since you're no longer 
tied to a desk or office, business agility is greatly enhanced.

The inherent benefits produced by cloud-computing can support 
several business outcomes including lowered risk, greater 
efficiency, improved productivity and business agility.

hattrix is cloud-based access control that's both flexible and scalable while 
delivering business agility with seamless integrations for intrusion, 
surveillance and tenant entry. hattrix comes with a lower cost of entry and 
lower cost of ownership that enables management of your sites, from one 
door to thousands via one intuitive platform while providing enhanced 
capabilities that improve efficiency and productivity from anywhere.

What is hattrix?

hattrix comes with a lower cost of entry and lower ongoing costs of 
ownership. hattrix managed services provides even greater efficiency, 
enabling you to focus more resources on core business tasks.

hattrix hosted & managed access control leverages cloud technology to 
make your business safer and smarter. hattrix delivers an unparalleled user 
experience that simplifies your security management.

hattrix Hosted & Managed Access Control 

Cloud Technology Integrations Reduce CostsAgility

hattrix simplifies security management by providing one application for access 
control, video, intrusion, tenant entry and integrations. Seamless, powerful, and 
intuitive, hattrix enhances efficiency for greater productivity. 

hattrix provides seamless integrations for intrusion, surveillance, tenant entry, 
and even touchless biometrics. As your business grows, requiring greater 
capabilities, our scalability and flexibility can be leveraged to meet your needs.
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Infrastructure

Eliminate server/PC

Eliminate li encing

Eliminate software

Eliminate purchasing updates

Programming

User User cards

User Access levels

User Schedules

User Reports

User Holidays

User Tenants (optional telephone entry)

Services

Active card database management

After hours support

Credential ser i es

System health notification

Hosted
A Managed Services Provider manages your database 
and hardware allowing you to administer your account 
from a secure desktop or mobile application.

Managed
A Managed Services Provider manages your account 

while providing ongoing day-to-day support. If you want to 
change anything, your MSP handles it all for you.
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Trusted Partners for a Better Tomorrow

Learn more:
m3tcorporation.com




